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Abstract7

The use of Building Information Modelling (BIM) has gained considerable interest in new8

build projects. However, its use in existing assets has been limited to geometric models utilising9

Point Cloud Data (PCD) as the primary source of data. The inclusion of non-geometrical data10

from distributed sources in the geometric model to make it semantically rich has been fraught11

with considerable challenges. In this paper, an approach is proposed to provide a framework for12

generating semantically-rich parametricmodels for existing assets. While the geometric information13

like length, width, area, and volume can be extracted fromaPCD, non-geometric datamay need to be14

appended to this for generating genuinely semantically rich models. The Comma Separated Values15

(CSV) format is utilised to represent the data that can be extracted from PCDs. In addition, the non-16

geometric information derived from other sources is appended to the CSV file. Subsequently, the17

Resource Description Framework (RDF) data is generated from the data presented in the CSV files.18

RDF is a commonly used Semantic Web technology for storing, sharing, and reusing information19

on the Web. The RDF data is then used to create the IFC data model by translating RDF into20

IFC. The IFC file is used to generate 3D BIM by importing it into any IFC-compliant application.21

The proposed approach was validated on one part of the Edinburgh castle, a relatively complex22

historical building. The choice of building for validating the approach was driven by technical as23
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well as pragmatic reasons. Technically, the approach will have proven its robustness if it could be24

shown to work for a complex rather than a relatively simple building. Pragmatically, the authors had25

access to data on Edinburgh Castle due to an ongoing partnership with the Historic Environment26

Scotland (HES). However, as a result of the validation process, it is suggested that the proposed27

approach should be applicable to any existing building.28

Keywords: Building Information Modelling (BIM), Resource Description Framework (RDF),29

Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), Point Cloud Data (PCD), Existing Building30

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND31

While Building Information Modelling (BIM) process has recently gained a lot of momentum32

in new build projects in Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) for varying purposes33

like design, construction as well as facility management, its use in existing buildings has been34

hampered by the challenges and limitations of involved technologies (Murphy et al. 2009, Murphy35

et al. 2013, Barazzetti 2016). In recent years, 3D laser scanning technology, as a remote sensing36

technique, has been extensively used to collect geometrical data from existing buildings. The output37

of this technology is a set of three-dimensional point measurements, also known as Point Cloud38

Data (PCD). Several approaches have been proposed employing PCD as the primary geometric39

data source to map building models. However, in order to transform such a model containing40

only geometrical data into a 3D parametric model which includes geometrical as well as non-41

geometrical data, has yet to be addressed comprehensively. The main focus of the work presented42

in this paper is on developing an approach to collecting non-geometrical data from distributed43

sources (including online and offline data sources) and semantically enriching the geometrical44

model generated from the PCD. The developed approach requires addressing several challenges in45

achieving such a comprehensive semantically rich model of an existing building from a PCD.46

In current practice, the non-geometric data is appended to the model manually by utilising47

commercial BIM software or stored in different file formats. However, commercial BIM software48

are unable to process data not covered by IFC and so cannot capture all kinds of non-geometric49

data in 3D models of existing assets. Therefore, one solution to this problem could be that some50
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of this non-geometric data, that cannot be appended to the model, to be stored outside the model51

whilst still being linked to the model. This is the approach taken in this work. These limitations52

of IFC and their implications on capturing all kinds of non-geometrical data are further discussed53

and explained in detail at the end of the ’Example Applications’ section.54

One of the challenges involved in generating BIMs for existing assets is the management and55

manipulation of such data that is stored in different file formats (Sadeghineko et al. 2019). In this56

work, an interim solution using CSV (Comma Separated Values) files has been used to manually57

capture all this information before converting them to RDF (Resource Description Framework) and58

ultimately to IFC (Industry Foundation Classes). This has been explained in detail in the section on59

’CSV to RDF and RDF to IFC Algorithms’. However, there are other approaches for automatically60

capturing geometric as well as non-geometric data and these have been discussed in the section on61

’Related Work’. The reason CSV file has been used in this work is due to the lack of access to these62

other algorithms for proprietary reasons.63

In recent years, several studies have been undertaken to make the parametric modelling process64

as effective and efficient as possible by developing various algorithms based on the PCD as the main65

data source. However, as mentioned above the generated models are 3D representations of building66

components that contain geometric data only. Although the mapped components are considered as67

parametric models, a semantically rich parametric model is still some way away. A semantically68

rich parametric model can be defined as a model that contains two types of data, viz. geometric69

data (e.g. coordinates (points), dimensions, element connectivity, etc.) as well as non-geometric70

data (e.g. material, colour, element constituents, load-bearing capacity, security rating, fire ratings,71

etc.) (Barazzetti 2016, Golparvar-Fard et al. 2009). In contrast to the geometric data that can be72

extracted from PCD, the non-geometric data is not included in PCD and needs to be extracted from73

other data sources. In current practice, generally speaking, the non-geometric data is appended to74

the model manually by using commercial BIM software, or it is stored separately in various file75

formats. Interacting with the external data sources in different formats gives rise to the challenges76

around information exchange and interoperability.77
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To address this problem, a variety of schemas like ifcOWL (Pauwels and Terkaj 2016) have been78

developed to make the distribution of the data on the web more effective and efficient. However,79

these schemas are not designed to generate building models. Instead, they are used to extract80

information for distribution from existing models. The ifcOWL schema is predominantly created81

from an existing IFC model through the process of converting IFC into OWL (Web Ontology82

Language) ontology by the implementation of IFC-to-RDF (Pauwels et al. 2011) and EXPRESS-83

to-OWL (Pauwels and Terkaj 2016) algorithms. The process of developing such schemas mainly84

commences from an existing buildingmodel, whichmay or may not incorporate geometric and non-85

geometric data. On the other hand, at the time of writing this paper, such schemas are not supported86

by available BIM applications. Therefore, this research addresses the problem of generating IFC87

from RDF and is the reverse of what is currently possible to do as explained earlier.88

In current practice, the proposed approaches for generating parametricmodels fromPCDmainly89

focus on the identification and generation of geometries and shape primitives rather than the asset90

information (non-geometrical data) that is required in BIMs (Volk et al. 2014), and is crucial for91

O&M and other aspects of the BIM-based asset life-cycle information management process. On the92

other hand, the objective of schemas like ifcOWL is to store and share information on the web more93

effectively rather than generating 3D models. In light of all these issues, the proposed approach in94

this work uses semantic web technologies to capture information extracted from distributed online95

and offline sources prior to the generation of 3D models. This aggregated data can then be used to96

generate a comprehensive 3D model containing geometric as well as non-geometric data. Details97

of this proposed framework and its implementation are given in Sections 3 and 4.98

Scope and Context99

The project reported in this paper was instigated by a partnership between Historic Environment100

Scotland (HES) and the authors’ institution. HES own 345 historic and heritage buildings in101

Scotland, and they launched an initiative to implement BIM for the operation and maintenance102

of their assets back in 2013. HES have developed a very comprehensive BIM strategy. The103

pilot project to implement their strategy was to develop a retrofit model of the Main Palace of104
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Edinburgh Castle. The Main palace of Edinburgh Castle was built in the 16th century and consists105

of several unique features. HES laser-scanned the main palace and generated a 3D geometrical106

model of the main palace quite successfully. However, they hit a major bottleneck in converting the107

geometrical model into a more semantically rich parametric model, which would include relevant108

non-geometrical data required for O&M of the asset. The required non-geometrical data was109

scattered over several sources and was inevitably stored in different formats, including 2D drawing110

and PDF documents generated from online sources. More details about this project can be found in111

the ’BIM Pathfinder Projects’ report carried out by the Scottish Future Trust (SFT) (Kumar 2017).112

They, therefore, sought external assistance to address this challenge and hence, the study reported113

here started with a view to using their data to validate any proposed solution. The authors set out114

to develop a generic approach for all existing structures with further adaptations as required for115

unique assets like historical buildings.116

RELATED WORK117

In recent past, several studies have been conducted to develop automated or semi-automated118

approaches for generating parametric models, i.e. building geometries, by utilising PCD as one119

of the primary data sources and developing various algorithms to enhance the performance of the120

developed methods. These approaches are used to recognise building elements in the PCD for a121

variety of purposes like identifying discrepancies and similarities between as-designed and as-built122

models (Bosché et al. 2013, Gao et al. 2014) as well as tracking the construction progress (Omar123

and Nehdi 2016, Son et al. 2015, Wang and Kim 2019, Chen et al. 2019). The general workflow124

of the proposed approaches can be classified into two processes, viz. ’Scan-vs-BIMs’ focusing on125

the identification of correspondences and discrepancies between PCD (as-built) and the 3D model126

(as-designed), and ’Scan-to-BIMs’ focusing on the generation of building geometries (parametric127

models) utilising PCDs directly. In addition, other approaches have been developed that use PCD128

to identify building elements to create pre-defined libraries of 2D and 3D building shapes (Dore129

and Murphy 2015, Brumana et al. 2018).130
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Scan-to-BIMs131

In contrast to ’Scan-vs-BIMs’ process, an existing building may not have a 3D CAD model132

or indeed any model at all. In such cases, paper-based 2D drawings or digital documents are the133

only available information sources for generating BIMs. In this case, the procedure for generating134

BIM models is implemented through the ’Scan-to-BIMs’ process by utilising the geometric data135

extracted from PCD as the primary data source. The data collected from an existing building136

is utilised to calculate, recognise, and detect building geometries. The approach proposed in137

Zhang et al. 2015 focuses on the reconstruction of building elements in various real-world projects.138

Different data collection technologies, such as 3D laser scanning and Videogrammetry, is utilised139

to collect the data from existing buildings in the form of PCD. The main focus of this method is140

the identification of planar surfaces in the PCD due to the importance of planar patches in shaping141

3D geometries and primitives (Gao et al. 2014, Xiong et al. 2013, Dore and Murphy 2015). A142

segmentation algorithm declared based on the unsupervised subspace technique (Vidal 2011) is143

utilised to retrieve linear relationships between elements in PCD. This technique is employed to144

identify the number of linear relationships, associated dimensions, and segmentation groups of145

points in PCD. The Maximum Likelihood Estimation Sample Consensus (MLESAC) (Torr and146

Zisserman 2000) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) (Akkiraju et al. 1995) methods are147

then applied to calculate and extract plane models from the PCD. The U-shape algorithm (Akkiraju148

et al. 1995) is lastly used to extract the corresponding planar patches (surfaces) from the PCD as149

the final output of the proposed approach.150

There are also other studies carried out that are based on ’Scan-to-BIMs’ process capturing151

building geometries in the historical buildingmodelling (HBIM) domain. The proposed approaches152

involved in historical buildings use geometric data extracted from the PCD to generate historical153

objects. As an example, the semi-automated approach proposed in Barazzetti 2016 focuses on154

the identification of historical objects. Discontinuity lines that are extracted and calculated from155

the PCD are first reconstructed by using NURBs (Non-Uniform Rational B-splines) features.156

Reconstructed elements are then utilised to create surfaces. Subsequently, parametric models157
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are then generated by the connection between identified surfaces. Similar approaches have been158

proposed in the heritage domain utilising PCD as the geometrical data source to develop automated159

or semi-automated algorithms for generating parametric models. Other examples of using the160

’Scan-to-BIMs’ method for retrofit and historical buildings are studies undertaken by Banfi et al.161

2017 and López et al. 2018.162

Pre-defined libraries for parametric models163

Methods for model generation based on pre-defined libraries focus on identifying building164

elements in PCD and creating libraries of parametric models based on the detected elements and165

project requirements. Building elements stored in the libraries are later used to generate parametric166

models. The semi-automated approach proposed in Dore and Murphy 2015 is based on the167

development of a library of parametric components utilised for modelling architectural objects for168

historic buildings. This approach contains different rule-based algorithms which are developed to169

combine elements stored in a pre-defined library and to map building layouts in a heritage building170

environment. The detected elements in PCD are first compared to the objects in the pre-defined171

library, after which the matched candidate is used to generate the corresponding parametric model.172

More information about this approach can also be found in Murphy et al. 2017. The work presented173

in Apollonio et al. 2012 focuses on generating profile-based libraries for HBIM. A library of shape174

profiles is first generated based on the architectural ontology for corresponding building elements.175

The pre-defined profiles are then used to generate the historical components in a BIM software.176

More examples of approaches that utilise pre-defined libraries for capturing 3D building objects177

can be found in Heidari et al. 2014 and Brumana et al. 2018.178

Information management in the AEC industry179

One of the main reasons behind BIM-driven project delivery in the AEC industry is the180

storage, sharing and reuse of information (Kumar 2016, Beetz and Borrmann 2018), between all181

stakeholders involved in projects (Vidal 2011). BIM models generated in BIM applications are182

used as one of the information sources in BIM-enabled projects (Belsky et al. 2014). However,183

a BIM model generated in one BIM application may or may not be supported by other BIM184
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platforms. Hence, open data exchange standards and schemas have been developed to enhance the185

communication between modelling applications. The IFC data model, as a data exchange standard186

in the building industry, is developed by buildingSMART over the past several years (Beetz and187

Borrmann 2018, Gui et al. 2019). It is the most well-known and widely used set of standards for188

exchanging information about a building between diverse IFC-compliant BIM applications (Wu189

and Zhang 2019, Shalabi and Turkan 2016). After almost two decades, the current version of IFC190

(IFC 4.2 at the time of writing this paper) has made considerable progress with more than 700191

classes, thousands of attributes and a dense network of relationships between its classes (Beetz192

and Borrmann 2018, Amann and Borrmann 2016). However, it still has limitations for specific193

functionalities (Pauwels et al. 2011) like road and infrastructure (Beetz and Borrmann 2018, Uggla194

and Horemuz 2018) and indeed, historic and other existing assets (Molinero Sánchez et al. 2019).195

In addition, it does not capture the full semantics needed for different aspects of a BIM process196

(Belsky et al. 2016). However, in spite of the limitations involved in IFC, it is still the de-facto197

and widely adopted standard for information exchange and interoperability between BIM-driven198

applications in the building industry (Beetz and Borrmann 2018, Wu and Zhang 2019).199

Semantic Web technologies and standards, such as RDF, RDFS (RDF Schema), and OWL200

developed by W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) group, are also gaining popularity within the201

AEC industry. The use of Semantic Web technologies can be considered as alternative options for202

improving information interoperability in the AEC industry (Pauwels et al. 2017). With regard to203

the AEC industry, these technologies are mainly used to store and share data about building projects204

on the web and indeed to improve the representation and distribution of data. The OWL ontology205

for IFC (also known as ifcOWL), for instance, has recently been proposed by Pauwels and Terkaj206

2016. ifcOWL is basically generated from an existing IFC data model by translating IFC into OWL207

ontology through the implementation of the IFC-TO-RDF and EXPRESS-TO-OWL algorithms.208

The general concept behind the development of ifcOWL is to use Semantic Web technologies, such209

as RDF and OWL, to enhance the distribution of data, extensibility of the data model, data storage210

(on the web), consistency checking, and knowledge inference (Pauwels and Terkaj 2016). Another211
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example of such schemas is the ifcJSON proposed by Afsari et al. 2017. The proposed schema,212

in general, focuses on using JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) serialization and converting the213

ifcXML format into an ifcJSON schema. This can subsequently be used for transferring data on214

the web and improving the interoperability of cloud-based BIM platforms.215

Data fusion216

Data fusion, also known as data integration, can be defined as the process of combining multiple217

data sources to improve the nature of information, which consequently improves the process of218

estimating the state of any entity in the integrated data (Castanedo 2013, Shahandashti et al. 2011).219

In other words, the main idea behind the use of a data fusion framework is to integrate data collected220

from multiple data sources as well as the corresponding information gathered from associated221

databases for improving accuracies and specific inferences (Hall and Llinas 1997, Hamledari et al.222

2017). The fact is that individual and separated sources usually provide a portion of the data items223

needed for the analysis and decision making processes (Pradhan and Akinci 2012). However, the224

use of an appropriate data fusion framework, in general, improves the reliability of data, the data225

detection and the data ambiguity reduction processes (Shahandashti et al. 2011, Hamledari et al.226

2017). Hence, over the past decades, several studies have been undertaken to develop a generic and227

formalised data fusion framework in different domains, such as computer vision as well as defence228

and robotic. The Joint Directorate of Laboratory (JDL) fusion model (Dasarathy 1991), Omnibus229

model (Bedworth and O’Brien 2000), and Dasarathy’s fusion model (Dasarathy 1996) are examples230

of most famously developed and widely used data fusion models (Pradhan and Akinci 2012). In231

terms of application, data fusion is not limited to a certain domain and can be applied to other232

domains like remote sensing and signal processing, monitoring purposes, offline and online textual233

data processing, construction, and engineering (Castanedo 2013, Bin Osman and Kaewunruen234

2018, Exner and Nugues 2012, Fadili and Jouis 2016).235

In terms of the use of data fusion models in the AEC industry, several studies have been236

carried out proposing data fusion-related frameworks for monitoring the progress of construction237

performance and activities (Shahi et al. 2015), tracking on-site materials (Shahandashti et al.238
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2011, Razavi and Haas 2010), and planning models for construction productivity (Pradhan and239

Akinci 2012). The work presented in Pradhan and Akinci 2012 proposes a planning approach240

for fusing data from multiple data sources to support the monitoring process of construction241

productivities based on Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) and GraphPlan methods. The HTN242

method as a domain-dependent algorithm is first used to generate an abstract plan for fusingmultiple243

data sources. The existing GraphPlan algorithm as a domain-independent method is then utilised to244

generate data fusion-based plans for productivity-related queries. Another example is the process245

management framework for multisensory data fusion framework proposed in Shahi et al. 2015.246

This focuses on tracking the progress of construction activities, estimating the construction earned-247

value, and updating construction-related schedules. Different data types are utilised throughout248

the data fusion process. This includes sensory data sources like Radio-Frequency Identification249

(RFID), Ultra Wide Band (UWB), and PCD, as well as non-sensory data sources like progress,250

schedule, and inspection reports. Other examples for the use of data fusion frameworks in the251

construction industry can be found in the studies undertaken by Shahandashti et al. 2011, Razavi252

and Haas 2010, and Soltani et al. 2018.253

Challenges and Limitations254

BIMmodels are considered as one of the essential parts of a BIM process, and they incorporate255

information that is crucial for procuring full advantage of BIM-enabled building projects. An ap-256

propriate parametric model that is fit for purpose for a BIM-based process of design, construction257

and O&M of assets should incorporate geometric and non-geometric data. The non-geometric data258

that is required in captured models is generally appended to the model either through a manual259

process or indeed eliminated from the model. Hence, several studies have been undertaken in the260

literature to improve the manual process of generating BIM models by developing automated or261

semi-automated approaches with varying success. These mainly use PCD as the primary geomet-262

rical data source to identify and recognise building elements. The final results of such approaches263

are simple shapes or primitives that only contain information about geometrical representation of264

building elements, such as coordinates, length, width, area etc. (Thomson and Boehm 2015).265
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However, the non-geometric data needs to be appended to the model through a process by either266

converting 3D geometries into real BIM objects where the non-geometrical data can be attached267

to the model or creating new BIM objects based on the collected data and project specifications.268

Nevertheless, the PCDs do not include non-geometric data, thus resulting in parametric models269

that do not contain the critical non-geometrical data.270

While some of the proposed approaches focus on improving existing information exchange271

standards and tools like IFC data model, others focus on developing new schemas, like ifcOWL272

(Pauwels and Terkaj 2016) and ifcJSON (Afsari et al. 2017) by utilising SemanticWeb technologies273

and standards. The main idea behind the development of new schemas is to use existing information274

about a building and convert it into OWL ontologies, which are predominantly used to store and275

share the information on the web.276

The developed schemas mainly focus on using integrated information exchange standards,277

predominantly IFC schema, and Semantic Web technologies to produce shareable data. The data278

used for implementing such schemas is extracted from an existing model. In fact, the model279

employed for creating shareable information may or may not incorporate required non-geometrical280

data. In current practice, information embedded in the model is extracted from it in the form281

of IFC by the use of BIM applications. This, in fact, signifies that if the IFC is extracted from282

a model that is generated based on the data presented in PCD, the extracted IFC still does not283

include non-geometric data. Subsequently, the shareable information will not incorporate this type284

of information. Moreover, at the time of writing this paper, the other limitation of these schemas is285

that available BIM applications do not support them as a source of information for generating BIM286

models. With regard to the identified challenges and limitations as well as research contribution,287

Figure 1 shows the general process of proposed approaches, developed schemas, and the framework288

proposed in this paper.289

A FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING SEMANTICALLY RICH 3D MODELS290

In current practice, the non-geometrical data that cannot be included with the model during the291

generation process of a BIMmodel is typically stored in diverse data formats, spread between offline292
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Fig. 1. From top to bottom: The general process of generating building geometries using PCD as
the primary data source, the general process of developing schemas using an existing model, and
the general process of the framework proposed in this paper.

and online data sources. The use of different data formats makes the process of data manipulation293

and management inefficient, and indeed difficult. Hence, a framework is proposed in this paper,294

which aims to address the challenges and limitations involved in generating semantically enriched295

BIM models from PCD. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed framework. The framework is composed296

of three main processes, viz. 1) Data Collection, 2) Data Processing, and 3) BIM Generation.297

Data Collection298

An appropriate parametric model that is fit for purpose for a BIM-based process of design, con-299

struction and O&M of assets should incorporate geometric and non-geometric data. Accordingly,300

the Data Collection process of the proposed framework consists of two sub-sections, including301

geometric data retrieval and non-geometric data extraction. The PCD is first utilised as the primary302

data source to retrieve the geometric data from identified building elements which only contain303

geometrical data. A variety of novel image-based and range-based data collection technologies have304

been utilised in the AEC industry and other domains like computer vision and robotic systems for305

collecting data from an environment or object. LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) also known306
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Fig. 2. The proposed framework.

as LaDAR (Laser Detection And Ranging) or 3D Laser Scanning as well as Photogrammetry and307

Videogrammetry are evaluated as a rapid, accurate, and commonly utilised solutions to collect data308

from existing and retrofit buildings within the AEC (Volk et al. 2014, Barazzetti 2016, Park et al.309

2017, Golparvar-Fard et al. 2015). However, the use of each data collection technology individually310

comprises limitations. An example of these limitations is the Region Of Interest (ROI) of the laser311

scanner, which is a significant limitation in the data collection process. This also plays a signif-312

icant role in enhancing the performance of data processing and BIM model generation processes313

(Ahn and Wohn 2016). Hence, a combination of different techniques, such as Laser Scanning and314

Photogrammetry, enhances the accuracy of the data which may affect the identification of building315

elements process directly (Son and Kim 2016). For instance, the approach proposed in Klein et al.316

2012 utilises Laser Scanning and Photogrammetry technologies to collect the data and to enhance317

the process of reconstructing building geometries.318

The output of the Laser Scanning technique is a set of point measurements, typically known as319
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Point CloudData (PCD). In terms of utilising PCDas the primary data source for generating building320

elements, the output of Photogrammetry (images) and Videogrammetry (images extracted from321

video frames) are subsequently converted into PCD (Omar andNehdi 2016, Rosnell andHonkavaara322

2012, Moon et al. 2019) by utilising relevant image processing algorithms and applications. The323

registered PCD can then be utilised to identify and extract geometrical elements. As an example324

of converting images into PCD, the work presented in Rashidi et al. 2015 proposes an approach325

for generating PCD for outdoor and indoor settings through the process of converting photographs326

collected by a monocular camera into PCD. In current practice, the process of using PCD to identify327

and generate building elements is mainly carried out manually by using available CAD applications.328

However, semi-automated approaches have been proposed and developed over the past few years to329

make the element identification process more effective and efficient (Budroni and Böhm 2010, Son330

et al. 2015, Bosché et al. 2013).331

With regard to the developed approaches, the PCD segmentation process is carried out by332

declaring various algorithms based on the previously defined algorithms, such as unsupervised333

subspace learning technique, MLESAC, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), U-shape, and shape334

grammar (Stiny and Gips 1971). For example, the shape grammar procedure as a rule-based335

algorithm is used in Dore and Murphy 2015 to design shape vocabulary, which is later used to336

create a library of parametric geometries. Elements in PCD are then matched to the objects defined337

in the library using ArchiCAD BIM platform. The work undertaken by Zhang et al. 2015 is338

another example of reconstructing building elements from PCD. A combination of aforementioned339

algorithms (e.g., SVD and MLESAC) is utilised to extract planar patches from acquired PCD.340

The identified geometrical elements, such as lines, curves and surfaces, are then used to generate341

3D building elements manually in CAD and BIM applications. As previously mentioned, the342

generatedmodels only contain geometrical parameters, and the non-geometrical data is not included343

in identified elements. Notwithstanding, the geometric data like Cartesian points (coordinates) and344

geometric properties like length, width and height can be extracted from the generated elements.345

This can be utilised as the geometrical data source in the proposed framework in this paper. The346
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process of extracting geometrical data from PCD is shown in Figure 3. In addition to that, offline347

and online data sources are used to collect the non-geometrical data. In current practice, the348

non-geometric data is stored as offline and/or online data in different formats. These data sources349

are used to extract the required non-geometrical data presented in different data formats.350

Fig. 3. Data collection process: Geometric data extraction from PCD.

Data Processing & BIM Generation351

The data processing step is composed of two sub-divisions, viz. data aggregation and data352

standardisation processes. The data collected from each data source at the previous step is composed353

of different formats, which makes the data manipulation and management process inefficient354

(Pradhan and Akinci 2012). The use of different data formats also affects the sharing, long-355

term access, and preservation of the data. Hence, the use of a single standard format facilitates the356

data management process. In fact, it is well-known that the fragmentation within data sources in357

which data is stored in various formats makes the data correlation and management difficult and358

indeed ineffectual. In addition, data stored in different data formats cannot communicate in an359

effective and efficient manner which makes it difficult for the user to manipulate and manage it.360

However, a unified data format – data unified in a single standard – simplifies the process of data361
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manipulation and management.362

In the proposed framework, the collected data is first aggregated into RDF data as the unified363

data format. RDF was developed and agreed upon by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) as a364

standard format for data interchange (Klyne and Carroll 2004). Being a framework for representing365

data, RDF, in general, can be defined as a method for describing data by defining the relationships366

between data objects, i.e., RDF describes data with the semantics embedded in it (Yu 2011). In367

addition, RDF is capable of integrating multiple data sources effectively (Domingue et al. 2011).368

Nevertheless, RDF is used in this study to facilitate the data analysis as well as the storage, share369

and reuse of the data (Tutcher et al. 2015, Sadeghineko et al. 2018). At this stage of the proposed370

framework, the RDF data encompasses the geometric and non-geometric data. The data is then371

classified into two distinctive sub-divisions. The first includes data that is compliant with the IFC372

model (Ifc compliant data) and can be combined with the 3Dmodel through the IFC format directly.373

In other words, with regard to the IFC structure, the geometrical data and a small portion of the374

non-geometrical data can be combined with the model through the process of IFC creation. On375

the other hand, the data – the latter sub-division of non-geometrical data (non-IFC compliant data)376

– that cannot be combined with the model through the IFC remain in the form of RDF data. This377

part of data is related, i.e. interlinked, with the generated 3D model. The data processing and BIM378

model generation processes of the framework are illustrated in Figure 4.379

HES BIM PROJECTS: EDINBURGH CASTLE380

Edinburgh Castle BIM project carried out by Scottish Future Trust (SFT) and Historic Environ-381

ment Scotland (HES) as a research study for the Level 2 BIM implementation in Scotland is used382

in this study to identify challenges and limitations involved in generating parametric models for383

existing and retrofit assets as well as the management of large-scale data required to be embedded in384

models. As mentioned previously, HES is responsible for managing 345 Properties In Care (PICs),385

including Edinburgh Castle. The BIM model of Edinburgh Castle is generated manually based on386

the PCD collected from the main Palace Block (Figure 5). The Required Asset Information (RAI) is387

appended to the model manually through the process of either converting simplified geometries into388
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Fig. 4. The process of data processing and BIM generation of the envisioned framework.

family types in Autodesk Revit software and reloading created families into the model or creating389

new objects based on the available information. However, with regard to the HES project scope390

and objectives presented in Figure 6, information that cannot be appended to the model through the391

aforementioned process is stored in various agreed data formats separately.392

Hence, a primary asset information requirements model, also known as Engine Shed Asset393

Information Model (AIM), has been created by HES representing the information that is required394

to be included in BIM models. This is subdivided into seven categories, viz. Identity, Spatial,395

Architectural & Structural, Electrical, Mechanical, Environmental, and Operational classifications,396

which includes both geometrical and non-geometrical data. Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of397

a portion of the required information, in particular, Identity, Spatial, Architectural, and Operational398

data, which are needed to be embedded in generated building components. The Spatial section399

represents the geometrical data which can be extracted and calculated from PCD. This part is400

considered as the IFC compliant data. Other sections represent the non-geometrical data that can401

be extracted from distributed online and offline data sources. These are considered as the non-IFC402
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Fig. 5. Edinburgh Castle: Main Palace PCD and the model.

compliant data. The AIM is utilised in this research to structuring the CSV files based on the HES403

BIM project specifications. An example of using AIM classifications to create CSV data manually404

for the project and wall object entities is illustrated in Figure 8.405

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK406

As mentioned earlier, the proposed framework consists of three processes, viz. data collection,407

data processing and BIM generation. These are implemented through three key steps, viz. 1)408

the creation of CSV files representing the geometric and non-geometric data that can be retrieved409

from PCD, offline and online sources, 2) the conversion of CSV files into RDF data, and 3) the410

translation of RDF data into IFC. The data collection process includes two distinctive data types,411

viz. geometric and non-geometric data. Different data sources – PCD, offline and online – are412

utilized to collect the data. While the geometric data can be retrieved directly from the elements413

extracted from PCD, the non-geometric data can be extracted from diverse data formats stored as414

offline and online data. As previously mentioned, this research does not focus on identifying and415
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Fig. 6. HES BIM Project objectives and scope.

extracting building elements from PCD as this part of the framework is widely covered by other416

studies in the literature. Hence, the geometric data, such as coordinates, length, width and height,417

is extracted from the model generated in BIM applications in accordance with the acquired PCD.418

First, the Comma Separated Values (CSV) format is utilised to gather geometric and non-419

geometric data in one place. The CSV file format is used to represent the geometric data that can420

be retrieved from elements captured from PCD as well as the non-geometric data that is stored in421

different data formats, such as 2D drawings and documents. A CSV file is a simple delimited text422

file in which values are separated by commas and stored in a tabular format as plain text. CSV423

files are manually created for different parts of the project, like the site, building, and building424

elements. Each CSV file contains data about a particular category of building elements. The CSV425
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Fig. 7. A portion of HES BIM Project AIM.

files are stored in a repository and used as the input data in the next step representing geometrical426

and non-geometrical data related to each building element.427

The next step is to aggregate the data into a unified data format. An appropriate unified data428

format should facilitate the storage, share and reuse of data over the long term. The Resource429

Description Framework (RDF) – as a Semantic Web standard and technology – is utilised as an430

open standard format to structure the unified data format from previously-defined and -stored CSV431

files which represent the geometrical and non-geometrical data. The process of converting the data432

presented in the CSV files into RDF is carried out automatically through the procedure shown in433

Figure 9. As mentioned previously, the structure of CSV files, as well as the RDF data, are designed434

based on the HES primary asset information requirements model (Engine Shed AIM).435

The generated RDF data is utilised as the input data in the RDF to IFC translation process. As436

mentioned before, the aggregated data represented in the form of RDF is classified into two sub-437

sections, i.e. ’IFC Compliant’ and ’Non-IFC Compliant’ data. The first section includes data that438
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Fig. 8. The distribution of Wall entities data based on AIM.

Comma Separated Values (CSV)

csv 1 csv 2 csv 3 csv n

Geometric data Non-geometric data

offline online

CSV-TO-RDF
Converter

RDF data

graph 2 graph 3 graph 4 graph ncsv 4 graph 1

Fig. 9. The process of converting *.csv files into RDF data.

can be combined with the model through the process of the IFC creation. This includes geometrical439

data and a portion of the non-geometrical data that is supported by IFC schema. However, the440
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remaining non-geometrical data that cannot be appended to the model by IFC remains in the form441

of RDF data. The first sub-section of the RDF data (IFC Compliant Data) is translated into IFC442

through the process shown in Figure 10. This procedure generates a single IFC file by using the443

data presented in RDF graphs. The IFC file thus generated is then used to generate the BIM model444

by importing the IFC file into any BIM platform that supports this format. However, the remaining445

non-geometrical data is linked to the model. This data is shared on the web and linked to the model446

through the corresponding links added to the model properties through the IFC generation process.447

RDF-TO-IFC
Converter

IFC

RDF data (IFC Compliant Data)  

RDF data 

graph 2 graph 3 graph 4 graph ngraph 1

RDF data (Non - IFC Compliant Data)  

Geometric data IFC compliant non-geometric data

non-geometric data

BIM model

Fig. 10. The process of converting RDF into IFC and generating the BIM model.

CSV-TO-RDF & RDF-TO-IFC Algorithms448

The process of converting CSV files into RDF is achieved through the implementation of a449

CSV-TO-RDF algorithm (Algorithm 1). As shown in Algorithm 1, CSV files are used as the input450

data, and the Turtle serialisation of RDF is the output data of this algorithm. The representation of451

RDF data is based on simple statements, also known as triples, consisting of subjects (instances),452

predicates (properties), and objects (values). Where Subjects and predicates are declared as453
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URIs that behave as unique identifiers, and objects can be declared either as URIs or Literals454

(Yu 2011, Domingue et al. 2011). The algorithm iterates through CSV files as well as the data455

presented in individual CSV files. It then generates RDF data related to each building element.456

Triples (statements) generated based on the information extracted from CSV data is then stored as457

individual Turtle models.458

Algorithm 1: CSV-TO-RDF459

Input: *.csv460

Output: *.ttl461

procedure CSV-TO-RDF(*.csv)462

foreach csv ∈ csvDir do463

if (csvDir == ∅) then464

continue465

end466

headerData←− csvHeader.Split()467

define columnData List<string[ ]>468

while csvRow == csv.NextRow() do469

columnData.add(csvRow.Split())470

end471

declare stringCells[headerData][columnData]472

if (columnData ≠ ∅) then473

continue474

end475

declare turtleModel StringBuilder476

declare and set fileTitle String477

declare and set turtlePrefixes String478

turtleModel.append(fileTitle, turtlePrefixes)479

foreach headerInstance ∈ headerData do480

foreach cellValue ∈ columnData do481

declare and set turtleSubject482

declare and set turtlePredicate483

declare and set turtleObject484

set turtleModel485

turtleModel.append(turtleSubject, turtlePredicate, turtleObject)486

end487

end488

write turtleModel.ttl489

rdfDir.append(turtleModel.ttl)490

end491

next492

IFC data model can be presented in the form of various formats, such as IFCXML (*.ifcxml) and493

IFC STEP (*.ifc). The IFC4 version of the STEP format is employed in this research to standardise494

the IFC compliant data presented in the form of RDF. IFC, in general, is structured based on two495

main parts, including the HEADER and DATA sections. The information about the file is presented496

in the HEADER section, and the project-related information, i.e. the information about building497
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entities in a project, is presented in the DATA section. The process of translating RDF data into498

IFC is implemented through an RDF-TO-IFC algorithm (Algorithm 2). As shown in the algorithm,499

RDF data is used as the input data, and the output of this algorithm is a single *.ifc file.500

Algorithm 2: RDF-TO-IFC501

Input: *.ttl502

Output: *.ifc503

procedure RDF-TO-IFC(*.ttl)504

declare ifc4DataModel StringBuilder505

foreach (turtleModel.ttl ∈ rdfDir) do506

initialise iso1030321StepDef (ISO-10303-21;)507

declare headerSection (HEADER;)508

set headerEntities (fileDescription, fileName, fileSchema)509

end headerSection (ENDSEC;)510

initialise dataSection (DATA;)511

declare and set primitiveEntities512

ifc4DataModel.append (iso1030321StepDef (ISO-10303-21;), headerSection (HEADER;), headerEntities,513

headerSection (ENDSEC;), dataSection (DATA;), primitiveEntities)514

if (rdfDir ≠ ∅) then515

foreach (wallData.ttl ∈ rdfDir) do516

if (geometryRelEntities = ∅) then517

generate geometryRelEntities518

generate wallRelEntities519

ifc4DataModel.append (geometryRelEntities, wallRelEntities)520

else521

generate wallRelEntities522

ifc4DataModel.append (wallRelEntities)523

end524

end525

end526

end527

end dataSection (ENDSEC;)528

end iso1030321StepDef (END-ISO-10303-21;)529

ifc4DataModel.append (dataSection (ENDSEC;), iso1030321StepDef (END-ISO-10303-21;))530

write ifc4DataModel to *.ifc file531

save *.ifc file532

end procedure533

The algorithm generates the IFC entities, including HEADER and DATA entities, by iterating534

through the turtle models generated in the previous step (the output of CSV-TO-RDF algorithm).535

Depending on the data required for each IFC entity, algorithm extracts relating data from turtle536

models. The translation process is implemented through two general sections. The first section537

includes information that is associated with the common project information, such as project units,538

application, directions, 2D & 3D origin coordinates, and axis placement, which is later used to539

represent elements (primitiveEntities in the algorithm). The latter section includes entities that are540
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related to the geometrical representation of objects in the IFC data model, which can be assigned541

to one or more objects according to the IFC specifications (geometryRelEntities in the algorithm).542

These are produced once during the generation of the first object. This section also includes entities543

that present each object (wallRelEntities for wall objects in the algorithm). The algorithm then544

writes and saves the IFC data model into a single IFC file. This is then used to generate the model545

by importing the IFC file into any BIM-driven platform that supports this format.546

Application wise, there are several APIs available for generating RDF and IFC data, such as547

the Apache Jena API for generating RDF graphs and the IFC Java ToolBox for creating IFC files.548

However, this research uses its own code to generate RDF and IFC data. These are first created as549

strings and array values and then written into the corresponding file format, i.e. turtle models into550

*.ttl file format and IFC data model into *.ifc file format. In addition to that, Java programming551

language is used to implement the conversion of CSV files into RDF data (CSV-TO-RDF algorithm)552

as well as the translation of RDF data into IFC (RDF-TO-IFC algorithm) processes. This includes553

122 classes, including functions and methods, and approximately 10000 lines of code for two554

algorithms.555

EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS556

The proposed framework described in the previous sections is applied to a prototype consisting557

of two wall objects. The information about different aspects of the prototype is first recorded and558

stored as CSV files. This includes geometrical and non-geometrical data about the project, site,559

building, building storeys, and building elements. The CSV files are then employed as the input560

data to generate RDF data. The generated models are then utilised as the input data for translating561

RDF into IFC. The result of the implementation of described processes is a single IFC file (*.ifc)562

which contains data about two wall objects. The created IFC file is then employed to generate the563

BIM model by importing the IFC file into Revit BIM application. Figure 11 shows the generated564

model. In addition, generated objects function as BIM objects and their type of specifications can565

be modified in BIM software directly (Figure 12).566

The geometrical data and a portion of non-geometrical data that can be combined with the567
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Fig. 11. The model generated in Revit software using the IFC file.

Fig. 12. The properties of generated objects can directly be modified in the application.

models are included in the created IFC file and presented as IFC parameters in the BIM software.568

However, the non-IFC compliant data, predominantly non-geometrical data that cannot be presented569
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by IFC, is interlinked to themodel asRDFdata. Asmentioned previously, theRDF structure consists570

of three parts, also known as triples which construct a statement including a subject, predicate, and571

an object. The subject and predicate are declared as URIs, and the object can be declared either as572

a URI or literal value. The subject URIs are the links to the entities that are provided in the model.573

The non-IFC compliant data can be accessed through these links by importing the IFC file into any574

BIM platform that supports this format or opening the model generated from the IFC file in BIM575

applications like Revit, BIM 360, and A 360 platforms. In addition to that, these links are included576

in the model during the process of translating RDF into IFC based on the IFC entity specifications577

(e.g. IfcPropertySingleValue and/or IfcURIReference entities). As shown in Figure 13, Autodesk578

A360 is used to access the model and its properties as well as the aforementioned links provided in579

the model.580

Accessible link to interlinked data

Fig. 13. Accessible links for related (interlinked) data provided in the model.

As mentioned previously, in terms of the performance flexibility of the proposed framework, it581

is not limited to a specific building type and can be applied to any type of building, including new,582

existing and retrofit assets. The previously described algorithms used to implement the framework583

and to generate the previous example is also used in the following more complex example. This584
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includes multiple wall components and other building objects distributed in two distinctly different585

floor plans of an existing building. The same approach is used to create the CSV data for different586

parts of the building, such as the project, site, building, building storeys, external & internal walls,587

and slabs. The RDF data is then generated for individual elements. The final output of this example588

is a single IFC file containing 1490 lines of data. The following figures (Figure 14, 15, and 16)589

illustrate the model generated in the Revit platform. The generated *.ifc file can be used in any590

BIM-driven application that supports this format. Accordingly, Figure 17 shows the generated591

model in BIM 360 environment. As shown in Figure 17, the subject URIs included in the model are592

live links (Linked RDF data) and can be used to access the additional data that cannot be combined593

with the model through the process of creating the IFC file.594

Ground Floor Plan

Fig. 14. The ground floor plan view of the generated model.

However, one of the limitations of IFC data model is that it is not capable of handling all kinds595

of non-geometrical data. Due to this limitation, even if the non-geometrical data is appended to a596

BIM model through a manual process and the model is exported from the BIM application as an597

IFC file (IFC_1 in 18), some of the non-geometrical data that is not supported by IFC will be lost598
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First Floor Plan

Fig. 15. The first floor plan view of the generated model.

3D View

BIM Object

Provided link to the LinkedRDF Data

Fig. 16. 3D view of the generated model.

during the data exchange process. However, the IFC file (IFC_2 in 18) generated by the proposed599

framework includes both data types. This includes the geometrical and non-geometrical data that600
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Provided link to the Linked RDF Data

Fig. 17. The model opened in BIM 360 environment.

is supported by IFC, as well as other non-geometrical data that IFC does not support. The latter601

part of the data is combined with the model as linked RDF data. If the model that is generated by602

the proposed framework is exported as an IFC file (IFC_3 in Figure 18) again, like the IFC file603

(IFC_1) generated from the manually modified model in BIM software, the non-geometrical data604

that is not supported by IFC will again be lost through the IFC export process. In other words, there605

will be no difference between the IFC (IFC_1) created from the manually modified model, and the606

one (IFC_3) created from the model that is generated by using the proposed framework. It should,607

however, be pointed out that the main aim of this work was to produce a semantically-rich 3D608

model of an asset which includes all the geometric as well as non-geometric data and not its further609

communication after such a model is created which is always dependent on the limitations of the610

data exchange standards like IFC. However, even in that respect, one of the major advantages of the611

proposed framework is that any type of geometrical and non-geometrical data can be presented in612

the generated RDF data and it can be used as a linked data to the ifcOWL version of created IFC613

file for further data exchange. This advantage makes the proposed framework capable of handling614

any type of non-geometrical data that is required for the O&M of buildings in a variety of AM/FM615

practices.616
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Fig. 18. Similarities and discrepancies between the IFC files generated by the proposed framework
and from the manually modified model in a BIM application.

6 DISCUSSIONS AND LIMITATIONS617

While some of the existing approaches for identifying and extracting building elements from618

PCD focus on generating building components that only incorporate geometric data, other ap-619

proaches use schemas like ifcOWL that focus on creating shareable data which are mainly used to620

store, share and reuse data on the web. The latter group of approaches mainly use existing data,621

predominately IFC that is extracted from a previously generated building model which may or may622

not include all the required data. In addition, such schemas are not capable of generating building623

models.624

The proposed framework in this study can be seen as a solution to the challenges and limita-625

tions involved in generating semantically enriched parametric models from PCD, which include626

geometrical as well as non-geometrical data.627

The examples presented in this paper validate the potential of the framework. However, the628

following points must be taken into account and further improvements made in order to develop a629
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more effective and efficient automated process for generating BIM models for existing assets:630

◦ The incorporation of algorithms developed for identifying and extracting building compo-631

nents from PCD, which results in the extraction of geometric data required for generating632

the initial 3D shapes.633

◦ As previously mentioned (see Data fusion section), several other frameworks exists for634

integrating data collected from diverse data sources. Hence, the use of an appropriate635

algorithm for extracting non-geometrical data from different offline and online data sources636

will improve the data aggregation process. This will eliminate the use of CSV files which637

is a limitation of the proposed framework as they are created manually.638

CONCLUSION639

A framework for developing parametric models for a BIM-based process of design, construction640

andO&Mof assets should incorporate geometric aswell as non-geometric data. Current approaches641

that focus on generating 3D models by using PCD as the main geometrical data source, mainly642

centre around identifying geometries in PCDs rather than on any other information required to be643

embedded in 3D models. In current practice, the non-geometrical data is appended to the model644

manually by utilising commercial BIM software or stored in different data formats separate from the645

model. The use of different data sources makes the process of data manipulation and management646

ineffective, and indeed error-prone due to human intervention. However, a unified data format – data647

unified in a single standard format – simplifies the process of data manipulation and management.648

On the other hand, a variety of schemas like ifcOWL have been developed to distribute data on the649

web efficiently. However, these are not designed to generate building models. Instead, they are650

used to extract information from existing IFC-compliant models for data distribution purposes.651

The framework proposed in this paper aims to address the challenges and limitations involved652

in generating semantically rich 3D models from PCD. The framework consists of three distinct653

processes of Data Collection, Data Processing, and BIM Generation. These are implemented654

through three key steps, viz. 1) the creation of CSV files representing the geometric and non-655
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geometric data that can be retrieved from PCD, offline and online sources, 2) CSV to RDF656

conversion, and 3) the RDF to IFC translation. The RDF data is utilised as the unified data format657

to aggregate the geometrical and non-geometrical data. IFC is the most popular and widely used658

set of standards for exchanging information about a building between diverse IFC-compliant BIM659

applications. This format is utilised to translate the IFC-compliant data present in RDF data into660

IFC. The IFC file, thus created, is subsequently used to generate the BIM model by importing the661

file into any BIM application that supports IFC format. However, the non-IFC compliant data that662

cannot be combined with the model remains in the form of RDF data which is related (interlinked)663

to the generated BIM model by the live links provided within the model.664

The use of RDF as a unified data format facilitates data management, in particular, large-scale665

data, i.e., it simplifies the data storage, sharing and reuse. In addition, being a widely tested666

semantic web technology and standard for data modelling, RDF is capable of representing high-667

quality connected data and provides the foundation for publishing and linking data. Hence, the use of668

RDF in the proposed framework facilitates data merging and linking. In other words, the geometric669

and non-geometric data presented in the form of RDF can be linked to other corresponding data670

sources if required. Having a uniform structure consisting of three linked data pieces (triples),671

the use of RDF also provides a standardised approach for interlinking and accessing the data in a672

formal and machine-processable manner. The other advantage of using RDF is that its use reduces673

the scale of the data by sharing equivalent data between similar components in a project which can674

also be employed in other projects if required.675

The framework presented in this work is a semi-automated process where the collected data –676

geometric and non-geometric data that can be retrieved from PCD, offline and online data sources677

– is represented in the form of CSV format manually. However, the process beyond this point for678

creating RDF as well as the IFC is automated. The results are promising, and the future work of679

this study is to generate a fully automated process by eliminating the use of csv data, which are680

created manually and require human intervention, and using PCD data directly. Another useful681

extension of this work would be the implementation of ifcOWL-based information exchange over682
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the web subsequent to the generation of 3D models using the approach presented in this paper.683
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